Przemysl

HISTORY

Przemyśl, 1620
Source: https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/przemysl/prz005.html

The first source documents confirming Jewish presence in
Przemyśl date back as far as 1030. Most probably, they were
running a trade factor here. In 1419, there is a mention of the
existence of a Jewish street, most probably in an area specially
designated for the Jewish population. The first mention of the
Przemyśl synagogue appears in the pages of history almost a
hundred years later, in 1518. About the same period there were 5
Jewish houses in the town and the first record of a mikveh comes
from 1538. In the middle of the 16th century, 18 Jewish families
lived in Przemyśl and a wooden synagogue functioned. One hundred
years later, the Jewish population of the town increased to 900
people.

View of the Jewish quarter before World War I
Source: https://www.twierdzaprzemysl.org

After the first partition of Poland in 1772, Przemyśl came under
Austrian rule, which temporarily worsened the legal status of the
Jews in the town, at that time there were about 1,700 of them
living there. However, the Jewish population of Przemyśl
continued to grow, reaching 5,692 people in 1870 (ca. 38,2% of the
whole population) and in 1910 16,062 people (ca. 29,7% of the
whole population).The rapid growth of the Jewish population in
the town led to the establishment of a new cemetery on Slowacki
Street in 1822 and the construction of several new synagogues.

Przemyśl panorama, 1918.
Source: Biblioteka Narodowa

During World War I, the Russian occupiers deported from Przemyśl
all the Jews who did not return until after the Russians were
expelled from the town. In 1921, the town had 18,360 Jewish
inhabitants, constituting 38.3% of the total population. In the
interwar period Jewish organizations and institutions flourished.
Zionist and Bund became an important political force in the 1930s.
In 1928, out of 48 seats in the Przemyśl city council, Jews won 18,
and the Zionist doctor Henryk Reichman was elected vice-mayor
of the town.

WORLD WAR II
In 1939, 20,000 Jews lived in
Przemyśl. After the outbreak of World
War II, many Jewish fugitives from
areas further to the west took refuge
in the town. After seizing Przemyśl,
the Germans arrested and killed 600
Jews, mostly members of the
intelligentsia. They also set fire to the
Old Synagogue and the Tempel. At the
end of September 1939, almost all of
the Jews were driven to Soviet
occupation zone (the German-Soviet
demarcation line ran through the
middle of the town). The remaining 66
people were forced to live in two
buildings surrounded by a barbed-wire
fence. They were ultimately murdered
in Kuńkowce in June 1942. Between
September 1939 and June 1941, part
of the town was occupied by the
Soviet Army. The Soviet authorities
deported ca. 7,000 Jews to remote
regions of Russia.

In the autumn of 1941, in the
part of Przemyśl called the
Garbarze, the Germans
created a Jewish residential
district, in which the Jews
who had previously lived in
other parts of the city were to
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settle.

On July 3, 1942, City Commissioner
Bernhardt Giesselmann issued a decree
on the demarcation of the Jewish quarter
with the date of entry into force from 16
July. The regulation established the exact
boundaries of the district.
On 27 July 1942, the German
administrator of the Przemyśl district,
Heinisch, issued a decree ordering the
resettlement of all Jews (about 10,000
people) to the ghetto in Przemyśl. Due to
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the fact that the ghetto could not
accommodate so many inhabitants, the
Germans almost immediately began their
liquidation. Also on July 27th, the
resettlement of all Jews from the
Przemyśl district was ordered. About
6500 Jews from the Przemyśl ghetto
were sent to the German death
camp in Bełżec.
On July 31, 3,000 people were deported
to Belzec, and three days later another
3,000 were sent to death.
On 17 November 1942, another 3,500
Jews were taken to the camp in
Bełżec. Old and sick people were shot.

1943-1944

The ghetto
was gradually and
systematically
liquidated by
February 1944.

As it was already indicated in the autumn of 1941, in the part of
Przemyśl called Garbarze, the Germans created a Jewish residential
quarter, to which the Jews who had lived in other parts of the city
were to move. The move lasted until the summer of 1942, in July the
Jewish quarter was transformed into a ghetto by order of the
German city commissioner Bernhard Giesselmann. The whole
Jewish population of the city in the ghetto was gathered in the
number of 17,428 people. It was strictly forbidden to leave the
ghetto. Leaving the ghetto was punished with the death penalty.

Map of the ghetto in Przemyśl
Source: Ytzkor Book Przemysl

Krystyna Królik about the ghetto:
"The poorest district outside the city
was chosen for the ghetto, separated
from the city by a railway track, the
so-called Garbarze with small sunken
buildings. Aryans, they were
reluctant to leave their homes and
were reluctant to go to swap
apartments. The Wilcze district also
destined for the ghetto was excluded
from ghetto area when the residents
who had their houses there,
threatened the Jews who were trying
to settle there with knives. The
ghetto was fenced off again, and
anyone who did not manage to
reach the ghetto was in danger of
being shot. People behind the wires
begged to be let in. At that time it
seemed terrible to stay outside the
wires. At that time there were 16,000
Jews in ghetto, 2 square meters per
person, a terrible tightness. A lot of
people were outside in the open air,
in the courtyards stoves and cookers
were standing. People slept in attics
and rooms. The tightness was
terrible. The newcomers were
wailing over the fact that they had
lost their apartments. There was
already hunger, every other person
was swollen with hunger".

Deportation actions started
right after the ghetto was
established. The Jewish
population was surprised by
such a rapid developments, all
the more for many months
Przemyśl was considered to be
a safe place for Jews. Those
unable to work and those
unable to walk were shot dead.
The Germans demanded that
the others in the ghetto pay
back the costs of preparing the
transport.

Regina Alma talked about the deportation action in
early August 1942:
When my husband came home, we had no time to lose. We had
to be packed in an hour, ready to leave. We didn't have time to
prepare for the journey. We knew more than enough the content
of leaflets and posters according to which the death penalty
awaited those who would not appear on the square. Anyone who
was hiding was to be shot, and even the one who would destroy
these posters. So exactly at the appointed time, I was with my
husband on the square. Here I found thousands of displaced
persons, or rather convicts. All of them had been waiting since
the morning, i.e. since 10 a.m. with a strange resignation for the
further course of events. At that time nobody was aware of the
horror of the situation. Everybody thought that it was really
about displacement, about going to work, to which the Germans
recruited mostly young, healthy people. It was also women who
came to the square, who tried to look as young as possible in
order not to exclude them from work. Gathered on the square,
they waited, 10 people in each row. There was an order to sit and
not to move from the place. The order was guarded by Gestapo
officers, SS men, police dogs in the number of about 100, who did
not show any sympathy to the displaced people. The Jewish
Ordners tried to give at least water to the thirsty. Nobody knew
yet the situation, even though they unexpectedly took away our
luggage.

Each of these unfortunate people was happy to avoid the fate of
the sick and the old, who were shot at Nicholas Square or taken
in cars to the cemetery and Grabów and shot there (...) After 2
hours of waiting, something touched me. I wanted to say
goodbye to my son, who was at work when we went out to the
square. He did not feel that he was losing his parents at the
moment. I got up and, not paying attention to Gestapo officers on
duty, I slowly left the square (...)".

